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　　Abstract　　This paper presents an algorithm for automatically generating in-between f rames of two artisti c brushstrokes.The basic

idea of the algorithm is to represent the tw o key frames of art istic brushst rokes in disk B-spline curves , and then make blending of thei r ge-
omet ric int rinsic variables.Given two key frames of arti stic brushst rokes , the skeleton curves can be obtained by certain skeleton-based

techniques.After disk B-spline representation of the key f rames is generated , interpolat ion of the int rinsic variables of the initial and the
target di sk B-spline curves i s carried out.Examples show that this method can ef ficiently create in-betw een frames of art istic brushst rokes.
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　　In artistic design and manufacturing , how to ef-
f iciently and effectively give the appropriate represen-
tation of a brushstroke is an exigent problem of ten oc-
curring in computer generated callig raphic let tering ,
painting and animation.Many studies have been car-
ried out in this area.Raster image stack can be used ,
but large storage space is required and it is not f lexible

for various manipulations.Another way of represen-
tation is to describe the outlines in parametric curves.
Bézier o r B-spline form is of ten used to represent

these outlines w ith convenience and simplicity in

practice
[ 1—3]

.Brushst rokes are alw ays in the pixels

concentrated form .If the thicknesses of the brush-
st roke vary lit tle , the approach of representing thei r
centerline as the datum line and modulat ing the thick-
ness to describe brushst rokes can achieve acceptable

result
[ 4]
.Non-uniform B-spline is a good choice to

define centerline as a standardization in industry
[ 5]
.

However , how to ef ficiently calculate i ts quasi-offset
is still a problem.In addition , interval B-spline is also
a selection in the representation of 2D region of

brushstroke
[ 6]
.But w hen rotation t ransformation is

needed in a coo rdinate system , interval splines are not
easy to use.In recent years , a novel representation ,
named disk Bézier curve , has been used in error anal-

y sis of shape design and detection of contour line
[ 7]
.

The basic idea is to represent the center curve in the

Bézier curve fo rm and give each point on the curve an

outspread distance known as the radius.This kind of
curves w ith variant “ fatness” can be used to simulate
brushst rokes.It can be obviously seen that if all the
radii of the disks are selected to be the same , the ob-
tained curve is just the w ell-known of fset curve.Con-
sidering that many brushstrokes do not preserve high

order continuity , in order to depict some complex

shapes , in this paper , we choose disk B-spline curve
(DBSC)instead of simple disk Bézier curve to repre-
sent arbitrary strokes.Examples show that this selec-
tion is advisable both in rendering quality and time

consumption.

Now the problem lies in how to carry out shape

blending.During the production process in the f ields
of mass media , advertising and animation , manual
painting is both inefficient and cost consuming ,
which cannot satisfy the demand of clients.A large

number of manual paintings w ill be needed to show a

continuous series of actions.So pure handw ork is re-
ally incompetent.If this problem can be solved , then
much animation wo rk can be carried out automatical-
ly , which can simultaneously save the manual work of
artists.Here , automatic shape blending techniques

are suggested to solve this problem.Shape blending



deals with the problem of how to ef ficiently determine

the in-betw een smooth transitional f rames betw een

tw o given shapes , which are respect ively referred to
as the initial f rame and the target f rame.It is also
named shape averaging , shape interpolation and mor-
phing.Different blending methods lead to different

results.Sometimes efficiency and ef fect are just on

the tw o opposite sides.It is really dif ficult to guaran-
tee one w ithout sacrificing the other.So how shape

blending can be ef ficiently carried out w ithout severe

distortion or diminishing is a problem w orth study-
ing .Previous methods for planar shape blending in-

clude geometry-based method
[ 8]

and quasi-physics-

based methods
[ 9 , 10]

.Provided that the shape is repre-
sented as a polygon , Sederberg proposes a technique
which interpolates the intrinsic parameters—angles

and edge leng ths of the polygons
[ 8]
.This is a simple

and effective method for most poly gon based blending

problems.In Refs.[ 9 , 10] , Hu presents a novel

technique fo r shape blending , which is based on st rain
field interpolation.It allow s the shape blending of

textured objects by f irstly decomposing each object in-
to an isomorphic triangular mesh , and then using

strain field interpolat ion to control the deformat ion of

one mesh into the other.Mapping the tex ture is

straightforw ard once the polygons can be mapped , e.
g .by interpolating values at corresponding barycen-
tric coordinates.The method is robust , and good

blending results can be achieved.

This paper deals with the problem of shape

blending of artistic 2D brushst roke , which is repre-
sented by disk B-spline curves.Given tw o key f rames
of artistic brushstrokes , the skeleton curves can be
firstly calculated by certain skeleton-based tech-
niques.After the disk B-spline representation of the
key f rames is generated , interpolation of the int rinsic
definitions of the ini tial and the target f rames is car-
ried out.The in-betw een frames are achieved by the
int rinsic variables.This method is essentially a kind
of geometry-based method.Compared w ith the quasi-
phy sics-based methods in Refs.[ 9 ,10] , complex so-
lution of equations can be avoided , which directly

leads to the decrease of time consumption.But on the
o ther hand , texture mapping is not covered in this

paper.Examples show that our blending algorithm ,
which is based on int rinsic variables of disk B-spline
curves , can be applied to computer aided artistic de-
sign.It can ef ficiently create in-betw een frames of

artist ic brushst rokes and avoid the problem of distor-
tion and diminishing .

1　Generation of disk B-spline curve repre-
sentation of artistic brushstroke

1.1　Disk B-spline curve

In order to int roduce the definit ion of disk B-
spline curve , some preliminary results for disk ari th-
metic are presented at first

[ 7]
.

Let R be the set of real numbers and R
+
be the

set of nonnegative real numbers.A real disk in a

plane can be defined as the set of points

(P0)r
0
∶=(x 0 , y0)r

0
∶={(x , y)

　　∈ R
2
|(x -x 0)

2
+(y -y 0)

2
≤ r

2
0}(1)

where P0=(x 0 , y 0)∈R
2
is the center point and r0 ∈

R
+
　is the radius.

Additive operation betw een disks and multiplica-
tion operation of a real number by a disk are defined

respect ively as follow s.For any tw o disks , define
(xi , y i)r

i
, i=1 ,2 , define

(x 1 , y 1)r
1
+(x 2 , y 2)r

2
=(x 1 + x2 , y 1 +y 2)r

1
+r

2

(2)
a(xi , y i)r

i
=(ax i , ayi)|a|r

i
, 　for　a ∈ R (3)

In addit ion , for the linear combination of n disks ,
define

∑
n

i=1
a i(xi , y i)r

i
= ∑

n

i=1
aix i , ∑

n

i=1
a iyi

∑
n

i=1
|a

i
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i

,

for　a i ∈R (4)

Now it comes to the defini tion of disk B-spline
curves.

Given a knot vector T ={t i}
∞
i=-∞ , tj ≤t j+1 ,

let N i , k(t)be the B-spline basis functions of o rder k

on T.Let(P i)r
i
=(xi , y i)r

i
, i=0 ,1 , … , n be the

n +1 disks given as control disks.A disk B-spline
curve can be defined as

(P)(t)∶= ∑
n

i =0
(P i)r

i
N i , k(t) (5)

Obviously , a disk B-spline curve is determined by tw o
parts.One is a center curve , and the other is the ra-
dius function.Thus a disk B-spline curve can equally
be w ritten as

(P)(t)∶=(x(t), y(t))r(t), (6)

where C(t)∶=(x(t), y(t))= ∑
n

i=0
xiN i , k(t),

∑
n

i=0
yiN i , k(t) is the center curve in B-spline fo rm ,
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and r(t)=∑
n

i=0
riN i , k(t)is a B-spline scalar function

acting as the corresponding radius function.A disk B-
spline curve can be regarded as the area swept by the

moving circles w ith the center curve C(t)and the

radius function r(t).Two examples of cubic disk B-
spline curves are illust rated in Fig.1.

Fig.1.　Cubic disk B-spline curves.(a)A cubic disk B-spline
curve w ith four cont rol disks(Repeated knots are selected on the
tw o ends to preserve endpoints in terpolation property.The center
curve is rendered in solid line , and the disk B-spline curve i s ren-
dered in moving disks);(b)a cubic disk B-spline curve wi th seven
con trol disks(The center curve is rendered in solid line , and the
disk B-spline cu rve which depict s a 2D brushst roke is rendered in

grey).

1.2　Disk B-spline representation of brushst rokes

Because B-spline curve has various specialt ies , it
is one of the most commonly used mathematical mod-
els in the design and modeling systems.Fo r example ,
i ts shape and its cont inuity order are both locally ad-
justable.Therefore selecting B-spline curve to repre-
sent the center curve of a given brushst roke is advis-
able.In addition , a radius function is given to de-
scribe the “ fatness” of the brushst roke f lexibly.As
shown in Fig.1(b), disk B-spline curve can be used
to depict a 2D brushst roke.Now the problem lies in

how to efficient ly give the disk B-spline representa-
tion of an arbi trarily given brushst roke.Two steps
are suggested in this paper to solve this problem.In
the first step , the skeleton curve is obtained from the

g iven brushst roke and being used as the center curve.
Here , how to ef ficiently get the skeleton curve is one

problem that needs to be considered.Brushst rokes
have thei r special topological properties.So get ting
skeleton from brushstrokes is rather easier than that

f rom random scattered data.In this paper , the exist-
ing skeleton generation method[ 11] is suggested.
Based on the skeleton curve , its approximating B-
spline curve can be quickly achieved by interpolating

discrete sampling data.In the second step , radius of
each control point is suggested to be calculated

through data fit ting .Here , normal distance of each
control point is approximately selected as the radius.

The skeleton curve will be approximated better

w hen more data are used in interpolation , especially
in those segments w here the curvature function is

critically oscillating .Thus , dynamical sampling can
be introduced.Most brushstrokes can be well depict-
ed by disk B-spline curves through the above skeleton-
based techniques.Tw o examples are given in Figs.2
and 3.Fig.2 gives an example of Chinese calligra-
phy , and Fig.3 is a symbol of athletics for Beijing
Olympic 2008.Bo th of them are simulated by disk B-
spline curves.

Fig.2.　Chinese calligraphy depicted by disk B-spline curves.

Fig.3.　Symbol of athletics for Beijing Olympic 2008 depicted by
disk B-spline curves.

2　Shape blending of two key frames repre-
sented by disk B-spline curve

2.1　Intrinsic definitions of 2D polygons and planar

disk B-spline curves

Rectangular Cartesian coordinate is of ten selected

in rendering because of intuitive thinking and simplic-
ity in parametric representation.After a poly gon is
defined , the Cartesian coo rdinates of the vertices are
given instead of those geometric information such as
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Fig.6.　Shape blending of water drop based on int rinsic variables interpolation(a)and t radi tional linear in terpolation(b).

　　Example 3.In Fig.7 , the ini tial f rame is the
famous Chinese character “ jing” , which is the repre-
sentative of capital Beijing .And the target frame is
an abst ract picture of a running person.Five separate
disk B-spline curves are used to depict both the initial

and target f rames.Some st rokes do not preserve high
order continuity.That is the reason why disk B-
spline curve representation is selected for arbit rary

brushst rokes instead of simple disk Bézier curve.

Fig.7.　Shape blending of the famous symbol of Bei jing Olympic 2008.

　　Example 4.In Fig .8 , an example of a person
doing exercise is provided.A series of motions are

rendered by shape blending .The initial f rame and the
target f rame are bo th closed , but the generated in-be-
tween frames are no t closed if simple blending algo-
rithm is used wi thout taking the problem of closeness

into consideration (Fig.8(a)).The small segment

w hich is no t closed has been marked w ith red circle.
By giving small alternation to each control point and

setting restriction to the tw o end control points , im-
provements to solve the problem of closeness are given

and thus the closed in-between frames are achieved

(Fig .8(b)).

Fig.8.　Shape blending of a person doing exercise.(a)Some part s unclosed;(b)using const rained method to preserve closeness.
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4　Conclusion

Because a disk B-spline curve depicts a brush-
st roke with control points as w ell as their radius , the
key f rames and the in-betweens depicted by disk B-
spline curves preserve the sty le of artists ' original

draw ing.By applying blending alg orithm of disk B-
spline curves , a series of in-between brushst rokes can
be generated bo th ef ficiently and ef fectively.The
blending alg orithm in this paper determines the paths

using int rinsic variables rather than considering the

vertex paths only.The algorithm determines the in-
termediate shapes by interpolat ing the int rinsic defini-
tions of the initial and the target shapes , and the

blending results are more satisfacto ry than those gen-
erated by linear paths.Particularly , shrinkage as well
as distortion can be avoided , which normally occurs
w hen rotated rigid bodies are linearly blended.
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